Entry of goods by
international passengers
on arrival

What goods can be brought into Chile
exempt from tax and duty payment?

As international traveller,
you can bring or import into Chile

Up to 400 units of cigarettes; 500 g of pipe tobacco;
50 units of cigars and 2.500 cc of alcoholic
beverages, per adult traveller, excluding crew
members.
One portable photographic camera and its
corresponding accessories.

not exceeding

not exceeding to

FOB value

invoiced value

US$ 1,000

In both cases and as appropriate,
Customs Officials will calculate the duties
to be paid for the goods considering
the following:

Two mobile phones.
One portable sound and image recorder and
reproducer, whether or not combined, with its
portable headphones and its accessories.

6% customs duties over CIF* or customs value of the
goods.

All those personal items, new or used, which are
necessary for the journey.

19% VAT calculated on CIF/Customs Value plus the
amount of customs duties.

One notebook and/or Tablet for personal use.

Other customs charges, such as tariff surcharges,
additional taxes, warehouse tax and specific duties,
if appropriate.

Used objects required for the exclusive practice of
a profession or occupation.

Gifts/presents, not exceeding USD 300 FOB*,
or its equivalent in any other currency, per each
traveller over the age of 14.

Good of
COMMERCIAL nature

US$ 3,000

One portable video camera, not of the professional
type, and its accessories.

Books and brochures issued in paperback and in
simple binding, as well as printed newspapers,
magazines and musical compositions, except those
printed in luxury editions.

Goods of
NON-commercial nature

For the purpose of calculating duties, show your
purchase receipt from the country of acquisition.
Additionally, goods of up to USD 500 per passenger
and up to USD 350 per crew members (monthly) can
be bought in duty-free shops at Chilean airports

DO NOT FORGET

Sport items for personal use, except bicycles of any
type and model, new or used, carried by the traveller,
since they are classified as vehicles.

To declare, when entering and leaving the
country, amounts of USD 10,000 (or foreign
currency equivalent) or more , in cash or
bearer negotiable instruments;
and to declare, when returning to the
country, other items not considered
traveller’s baggage.

Medicines for personal use or for the use of direct
relatives, in appropriate quantities according to the
respective medical prescription. Over-the counter
medicines shall be carried in quantities necessary only
for the traveller’s personal use.
(*) Free On Board: it is used to value imports and refers to
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the value of products at origin.
(*)

Cost, insurance and freight: an International Commercial Term (Incoterm) used
in sales transactions, in which the transport of the goods is carried out by ship.

